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NOMENCLATORIAL CHANGES IN THE GENUS SOLIDAGO—CORRECTIONS

By Ray C. Friesner

In a recent note (Butler Univ. Bot. Stud. 4:196, 1940) 5 nomenclatorial changes were made in the genus Solidago. In making these changes several errors were made which it is here proposed to correct.

SOLIDAGO BOMBYCINA (Lunell) Friesner, l. c. Originally described by Lunell (Amer. Midland Nat. 2:59, 1911) as Oligoneuron. In my previous note I made an error in the ending of the species name using “urn” when “a” should have been used. Dr. S. F. Blake has called my attention to the fact that Fedde (Bot. Jahrb. Just 42 (2):156, foot-note, 1918) made a transfer of this species to the genus Solidago but that under the International Rules his transfer (made in the form “An melius Solidago bombycina? Fedde) ranks as a provisional name and so is invalid.

SOLIDAGO GIGANTEA var. SALEBROSA (Piper) comb. nov. Originally described by Piper (Pl. Palouse Reg. 185, 1901) as a variety of S. serotina. In my previous note I omitted from the name the designation “var.” Under International Rules this would be invalid as a varietal combination because of failure to designate the rank.

SOLIDAGO GRAMINEA (Wooten and Standley) Blake. In making my transfer of this species from Petradoria to Solidago I overlooked the fact that Dr. Blake had previously made it (Jour. Wash. Acad. Sci. 21:326, 1931).

SOLIDAGO TEXENSIS Friesner, l. c. In renaming Dr. Greene’s Euthamia pulverulenta (Pittonia 5:17, 1902) because the name Solidago pulverulenta had already been used as a valid name (Nuttall, Gen. Am. Pl. 2:161, 1918), I gave Greene as parenthetical authority. Dr. Blake has pointed out that a parenthetical authority should not be used when a species is renamed.